MIDLAND SKI CLUB
MINUTES 19 OCTOBER 2016
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Apologies: Mike Thomas, Jeff Elmore
Present: Bryan Thomas; Roger Crombleholme; Bryan Arnott; Rob Weeks; Diana
Horth, Catherine Frankenburg; Gerry Elgy.
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Minutes of last meeting: Agreed
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Matters arising:
No reaction to the increase in subs for juniors.
Holidays:
Training week 47 skiers and 5 instructors.
Family holiday 4 families have signed up
Club Holiday sold out.
Landgraaf – RC and GE now planning another trip for 28 – 31 July 2017.
GE and BT reviewing Snowmark docs to ensure currency
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Ackers
Cost reviewed to consider whether income matches expense. No increase in fees
expected.
Building development halted temporarily awaiting electricians.
Some concern about lack of storage for MSC equipment. BT has proposed obtaining
a container and ‘decorating’ to fir the environment. Ackers management are
considering.
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6
7

Coach development
Propoed course cancelled due to lack of participants. RC noted that some of the
club’s newer qualified members are showing promise.
Newsletter
To go out at weekend with curry night on 25 Nov headlining
Affiliation
Jeff had volunteered to help Gerry with this year’s input.
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Liability Insurance
Although not yet able to identify individuals by name SSE is confident that anybody
skiing or working under MSC umbrella is covered.
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Reports:
Secretary: nil
Treasurer: balance currently £18151 with £15,261 available. Ackers slope fees
showing a deficit but Solihull has £1,000 to pay in and PAYG monies have yet to be
paid in.
BA will look to separate out the Club National accounts
Membership Secretary: 133 renewal to date at 76 addresses. GE noted 10 new
members. 64 satellite members to be reviewed.
Coaching/Racing: Satellite clubs proving successful. Kingsley School did very well at
the English Championships recently. The whole team had no racing background.
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Nordic: nil
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Any Other Business
Ollie Weeks picked for Slovenia again
He won young sportsperson of the year at the Coventry and Warwickshire sports
awards.
Concern expressed about the slowness of the lift system at Ackers. Some hangers
are being replaced so more skiers can get uplift.
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A volunteer is needed to undertake the risk assessment at Ackers
Date of next meeting
Wednesday 7 December

